EMAIL/DIRECTORY MODEL

BACK ENDS

BRUIN ONLINE (CTS)
COMMON LOGON

@UCLA.EDU FORWARDING ENGINE (CTS)
…@UCLA.EDU

ENTERPRISE DIRECTORY (AIS)
...@UCLA.EDU
...@LAW.UCLA.EDU
...@AIS.UCLA.EDU

INTERNAL DIRECTORY
EXTERNAL DIRECTORY

WEB SERVICES

SELECT COMMON LOGON
SELECT BRUIN ONLINE SERVICES
SELECT ...@UCLA.EDU
SET FORWARDING ADDRESS
SET PUBLISH (PRIVACY) FLAGS
SET “OFFICIAL” EMAIL DESIGNATION
ADD EMAIL ADDRESS

USER INTERFACES

CAMPUS DIRECTORY APPLICATION (CTS)
SELF-SERVICE WEB DIRECTORY UPDATE (CTS)
URSA (AIS/DSAS)

BY PROXY
STAFF
STUDENTS

BATCH FEEDS
LAW SCHOOL
ANDERSON
SEAS
Etc.